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ABSTRACT 

Coupled-resonances can be used in applications that include, but are not limited to, surface-enhanced infrared 
spectroscopy (SEIRS), surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), biosensing, and index sensing. Fano resonance in 
analogue plasmonic systems has been described as the coupling of a bright (superradiant) mode and a dark (subradiant) 
mode via the near field.Dark and bright mode interactionsareinvestigated with the use of a Fano resonant metamaterial 
(FRMM) where the metamaterial is a dual nano-slot metasurface on a silicon cavity. The FRMM is numerically 
simulated using Ansys High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS). The FRMM is coupled to the carbon double bond 
in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) to demonstrate mode splitting and signal enhancement. Then the dual nano-slot is 
compared to the complementary dual nano-rod configuration. 

Keywords: normal mode splitting, multi-coupled resonant splitting, nano-slot metasurface, surface-enhanced infrared 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Optical and infrared (IR) metamaterials have produced exotic material properties through the use of pattering and 
layering of different materials1 which gives rise to unique applications like cloaking2, unique negative index optical 
devices3, and sensing devices4. A metasurface is a subset of metamaterial in which only a patterned planar surface5 
which is advantageous for top-down fabrication methods. An application of particular interest for metasurface (or 
metamaterials) is in biosensing and ultasensitive surface enhanced vibrational spectroscopy in mid-infrared (MIR) like 
surface enhanced infrared spectroscopy (SEIRS) and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)4,6-9.Fano introduced 
an asymmetric line shape resonance that now bears his name in his 1961 paper10. The Fano line shape  is a result from 
coherent interference between broad and narrow resonances. The scattering cross section for Fano resonance (eq. 1) is 
typically used to describe the reflection or transmission10-12: 

 = ( )  (1) 

whereϵ = (E-Er)/γ is the reduced energy (Eris a resonance's center value and full width half maximum of the resonance is 
related to  γ) and q which describes coupling. A Fano resonant metamaterial (FRMM) is a metamaterial which exhibits 
Fano resonance evidence by the scattering cross section in the transmission or reflection coefficients. 

This paper investigates the use of a FRMM and resonant coupling with an analyte material, Polymethyl methacrylate 
(PMMA), at the carbon oxygen double bond(C=O) vibrational resonance at 52 THz (1733 cm-1). Resonant coupling has 
applications in biosensing and SEIRS. First, a FRMM structure with a dual nanoslot array and dual nanorod, Figure 2, 
will be designed using ANSYS HFSS13. Then an PMMA overlay will be placed on top of the metasurface the resonance 
coupling signature will be observed7,14,15. 

2. FANO RESONANT METAMATERIAL 
The Fano resonant asymmetric line shape can be observed in the reflection and transmission. Temporal coupled mode 
theory (TCMT) has been used as a standard approach in a classical approximation of Fano resonance. A block diagram 
for TCMT is shown in Figure 1. In a TCMT description a bright mode (ωB-jγB) is coupled to a dark mode (ωD-jγD) via 
the near field with coupling strength "V"11. A coupled system of differential equations (eq. 2) can be described11,16-18.  
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Figure 1. TCMT block diagram from Fano resonance with a bright-dark mode description. 

 
− ( + ) + =− ( + ) + =  (2) 

In eq. 2, an are field amplitudes for the bright or dark mode, αn describes how well the resonant modes couple to the 
incoming impending excitation (Sin). The bright mode will be defined as a low Q factor resonance that couples well to 
the excitation. Conversely, the dark mode will be a high Q factor resonances that couples weakly to the incoming 
radiation, and thus αD ≈ 011,19. Therefore assume time harmonic excitation at normal incidence, eq. 2 can be uncoupled 
into:  

 
= ( )( ) ( )= ( ) ( )  (3) 

The ratio aB/Sin is typically consider to approximate to the Fano line shape6, and will be used as a point for validating the 
simulated FRMM structures. ANSYS HFSS was used in modeling a metamaterial unit cells as seen in Figure 2. 
Ellipsometric-obtained measured data was imported into the model for increased accuracy for the gold and PMMA20. A 
gold metasurface was overlaid onto a silicon (Si) optical cavity suspended in air.  

 

 
Figure 2. a) A unit cell of a FRMM consists of a dual nanoslotmetasurface of ellipsometric measured20 gold optical  
properties on top of a silicon cavity. The resonant coupling structure consisted of a PMMA overlay on top of the FRMM. b) 
Similarly, the complementary unit cell FRMM metasurface (dual nanorod) is shown.  

 

FRMM Nanoslot&Nanorod Results 

The transmission coefficients for both the nanoslot and nanorod cases were designed to have the destined Fano resonant 
line shape which is seen in Figures 3a and 4a, respectively. A bright mode, as seen in Figure 3b-d or Figure 4b-d, will be 
defined to have parallel phase in H field (E field) along the slots(rods); conversely a dark mode will have anti-parallel 
phase in H field (E field) along the slots (rods)21,22. The TCMT mode does not take into consideration loss in 
metallization, therefore discrepancies in the mathematical relation compared to the simulated results can be observed in 
Figure 3e and 4e. The dark mode of the FRMM is strategically designed such that the null and dark mode is around the 
PMMA's phonon resonance. The dark mode's near field would then couple to phonon virbration mode to result in mode 
splitting.    
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Figure 3. a) Simulated transmission, reflection, and absorption coefficients for a nanoslot FRMM. Dark quadpoles b) and c) 
are shown interacts with a bright dipole d) to result in a Fano resonant line shape. e) Transmission and reflection coefficients 
are parametrically fitted with the TCMT eq. 2 and eq. 3.  

 
Figure 4. a) Simulated transmission, reflection, and absorption coefficients for a nanorod FRMM similar to Figure 3 is 
shown for comparison. A bright quadpole b) is shown to interact with dark quadpoles c) and d) to result in a Fano resonant 
line shape. e) Transmission and reflection coefficients are parametrically fitted with the TCMT eq. 2 and eq. 3. 

3. RESONANT COUPLING FRMM RESULTS 
The resonant coupling results in mode splitting which is described with anti-crossing dispersion diagrams14,15,23-25.With 
the introduction of additional modes, the TCMT description used to describe Fano resonance can be expanded and using 
a matrix notation the TCMT in the case of multi-resonance systems can be generalized to23,26:  

 ⋮ = − …⋮ ⋱ ⋮  (4) 

Using numerical methods, it can be seen in Figure 5 for both nanoslot (top) and nanorod (bottom) that there is mode 
splitting signature in the reflection coefficient as a result of the interaction with the PMMA compare to Figures 3a and 4a 
there is splitting at around 52 THz. 
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Figure 5. The resonant coupling signature at 52 THz is observed in both the case of the nanoslot (top) and nanorod (bottom).   

Asymmetrical FRMM (AFRMM): Nanoslot&Nanorod Results 

Asymmetry in the  nanoslot and nanorod (Figure 6) was parametrically swept numerically and the results are shown in 
Figure 7 where α = (1-ΔL/L)*100%. From Figure 7 left, it can be seen that tuning the asymmetry in the metasurfaces 
results in enhancement in the coupled resonance response. Where enhancement is defined as a reduction in reflection 
thus increase in absorption and transmission. The tuning of asymmetry in FRMM in Figure 7 is similar to what has been 
reported6,27. 

 
Figure 6. The asymmetry of the nanoslot (a) and nanorod (b) metasurface to produce an AFRMM is shown.  

 

 
Figure 7. AFRMM nanoslot (top left) and nanorod (bottom left) multi-mode tuning due to asymmetry in the metasurface. 
Resonant coupling of PMMA with nanoslot (top right) and nanorod (bottom right) is observed. Asymmetric multi-resonant 
tuning is shown to result in enhancement of the reflected signal.  
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4. CONCLUSION 
In both cases in Figures 3a and 4a, the nanoslot and nanorod Fano resonance line shape was considered to be related to 
the transmission coefficient. However, with the use of Babinet's principle and by considering complementary 
metasurfaces, the transmission and reflections coefficients in a lossless case would swap16,28-30. Therefore, in the 
complementary case to Figure 3a and 4a, the reflection coefficient would have the Fano resonant line shape. If an 
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) or absorption (EIA) description was used for resonant coupling, then the 
mode splitting signature would be present (similar to Figure 7, right). However; rather than having an EIA coupled 
system, evident from the transmission coefficient, an EIT system would be present resulting from the nature of  
complementary metasurface EIT/EIA pairing30. A device was designed with a simple nanoslot or nanorod array 
metasurface with the transmission coefficient exhibiting asymmetrical Fano resonant line shape thus resulting in a 
FRMM. Then an AFRMM was investigated, via breaking the metasurface symmetry, resulting in multi-resonant tuning 
which leads to an enhancement of the resonant coupling signature as shown in Figure 7. Devices employing AFRMM 
can help pave the way for advancement in sensitivity for IR vibration spectroscopy applications.  
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